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01
INTRODUCTION
People buy life insurance for many reasons –
in particular to protect family members from
financial impact when a primary earner passes
away. For many households, life insurance
is vital protection against financial risk.

As people age, the need for life insurance may fade. For the elderly, who often rely on fixed incomes,
insurance premiums can become a significant financial burden. With insurance rates rising by up to
200% per year, many policyholders succumb to budgetary pressures and have no choice but to let
their policies lapse. As a result, more than 275,000 people surrender $35 billion1 of life insurance
each year without realizing that they own an asset with considerable fair market value.
By selling a policy in a life insurance settlement program, instead of letting it lapse, seniors can
generate cash to assist with living, medical and long-term care expenses and broadly enable a
better standard of living. A life settlement can alleviate financial pressure on families supporting
aging parents. Increased use of life insurance settlement programs could have considerable trickledown effects for local economies. Estimates are that $8.82 billion in residual policy value could be
returned to policyholders annually.
Just as buying life insurance is an important financial planning step, the decision to cash out should
also be part of sound retirement planning. A life settlement is not for everyone. But when the

1
2

The total face value of $140bn in lapsed policies is based on 1.1 million policies held by seniors with $127,272 in average face value. 25% of
those policies would have qualified for sale.
25% in cash value of $35 billion worth of life insurance represents $8.8 Billion.
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transaction makes sense, it can be a lifeline for struggling seniors. Many insurance commissioners
recognize the value of life settlements and support regulations to increase awareness of this
retirement option.
This white paper examines life settlements, how they work, and when they should be considered.
It also assesses the potential economic impact life insurance settlements can have on the elderly,
their families, and their communities.

By Americans over 65

Life Insurance Lapsed

Number of policies

1.1 million policies

Face value total

$140 billion

Face value qualifying for sale (25% of total)

$35 billion

Estimated market value

$8.8 billion
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02
HOW LIFE
SETTLEMENTS WORK
Candidates are typically 65 or older
with a policy valued over $100K;
Settlement amounts average 7x more
than the cash surrender value

A life settlement is the sale of an existing life insurance policy to a company other than the
original insurance provider for a one-time cash payment. The buyer pays the policy owner
less than the net death benefit but more than the amount received if the policy is canceled or
surrendered.
If a policyholder accepts the offer, the life-settlement provider pays the amount agreed upon and
takes ownership of the policy. The new policy owner becomes responsible for premiums and
eventually will receive the insurance payout.

WHEN SHOULD A SENIOR THINK OF SELLING A
LIFE INSURANCE POLICY?
Several scenarios factor into the decision to sell a life insurance policy for settlement. Here are the
most common ones:
→→ Premiums aren’t affordable: Either a premium has escalated due to the aging of the insured, or
a financial situation has changed, and policy premiums are no longer affordable.
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→ Liquidity needs: Funds are required to cover a medical emergency, pay off debt, fund long-term
care needs or to make a charitable donation.
→ The need for the life insurance no longer exists: In this case, children, the former spouse, or
others are no longer dependents and lapsing or surrendering the policy is under consideration.
→ If the person is about to lapse, forfeit or surrender their policy.
Depending on the age and health of the insured, nearly all life insurance policy sizes and types can
be sold – although, in most cases, they must have been in force for at least 24 months. The older
the policyholder, the greater the chance that person will qualify for a settlement. The following
represents the rate of people who qualified for life settlements of total applicants by age group:

< 50
50-65
65-70
70-75
75-80
80-85
85+

4.0%
7.2%
8.2%
34.1%
62.0%
79.4%
85.0%

Source: Mason Finance
On average, about 25% of all policies held by people above the age of 65 qualify for a life settlement,
resulting in $35bn in face value lapsed every year that qualifies for a sale. $35bn in face value has a
market worth of $8.8bn.
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7

FACTS ABOUT LIFE SETTLEMENTS:
→→ Candidates for life settlements are typically 65 or older and own a policy with a face value of at
least $100,000.
→→ According to a joint study by the Society of Actuaries and Life Insurance and Market Research
Association (LIMRA), 4.5% of American life insurance policyholders over 65 lapse their policy
each year – simply handing over their accumulated premiums to their insurance company as
pure profit.
→→ Lapse rates differ by age group (see figure below). Life Insurance Settlement Association (LISA)
reports that $140 billion face value of life insurance lapses or is surrendered by Americans over
65, of which $35bn each year should have been sold in settlements – realizing more value than
the amount of premiums owed on the policy.

WHOLE LIFE POLICY LAPSE RATES
BY ISSUE AGE GROUP
INCLUDES 18 COMPANIES
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UNIVERSAL LIFE POLICY LAPSE RATES
BY ISSUE AGE GROUP
INCLUDES 12 COMPANIES
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TERM LIFE POLICY LAPSE RATES
BY ISSUE AGE GROUP

60 and older

INCLUDES 21 COMPANIES
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Lapse experience generally improves with increasing age at issue. The exception to this are policies issued on individuals
under the age 20 whose lapse rates are closer to those of the age 30-39 and 40-49 issue age groups. This may be because
premiums for these policies are paid by older adult family members rather than the insureds themselves. So, the pattern
of lapse may be more closely tied to the age of the adult premium-payers.
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF A LIFE SETTLEMENT
FOR SENIORS?
Settlement amounts on average are seven times higher than the cash surrender value, according
to an analysis of a survey by the U.S. Government Accountability Office. Life settlements provided
consumers with $5.62 billion more cash than the comparable amount offered by life insurance
companies, according to the same study - an average of 800% more value. Most of the time, the
cash value for a surrendered policy is zero; selling an unwanted life insurance policy is a far better
option than lapsing or surrendering the policy.

HOW IS THE VALUE OF A LIFE SETTLEMENT
CALCULATED?
Three main factors determine the value of an existing life insurance policy:
→ the size of the death benefit
→ the expected future premiums (the cost to keep the policy in force)
→ the insured’s life expectancy
The value of a life settlement transaction is essentially a discounted cash flow analysis. When a
policy is priced, calculations are made to estimate how long the policyholder will live and how much
it will cost to keep the policy active throughout the individual’s lifetime (i.e. expected cash outlay
until the investor receives the policy benefit).
The market value of the policy is found by subtracting the life settlement provider’s acquisition
costs and the present value of remaining premiums from the present value of the death benefit.
From an investors standpoint, a minimum return in the low to mid teens is necessary to
compensate for mortality risk and time value risk associated with the upfront lump sum payment.
The result is that approximately 25%-30% of the face value of the policy is returned to the
policyholder. The 25-30% paid out as a life settlement is a fair price and investors who acquire the
policy will, on average, pay monthly premiums for the seller for 7-9 years until they see a payout.
While this figure may appear low, an all cash buyout of 25%-30% is clearly better than receiving
nothing if and when a policy would otherwise lapse and the senior would receive little to no value
for the policy. Further, since the average payout represents 25%-30% of face value, seniors age
65 or older could receive $8.8 Billion in cash settlements from policies that would have otherwise
lapsed.
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EXAMPLE:
Consider an individual with a remaining life expectancy of 10 years who
owns a whole life policy with a monthly premium of $2,000 and a death
benefit of $1,000,000. Let’s also assume that the discount rate of 12%.
We can create a discounted cash flow analysis to arrive at the policy’s present market value.

Inputs
Death Benefit

$1,000,000

Monthly Premium
Year 1

$2,000

Average Annual COI
Increase (1)

9.4%

Discount Rate (2)

12%

Year
Premium Payment

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

($24,000)

($26,256)

($28,724)

($31,424)

($34,378)

($37,610)

($41,145)

($45,012)

($49,244)

($53,873)

Death Benefit
Cash Flow
Discount Factor
(1/1+r)^n)
Discounted Cash Flow
Policy Value

$1,000,000
($24,000)

($26,256)

($28,724)

($31,424)

($34,378)

($37,610)

($41,145)

($45,012)

($49,244)

$946,127

0.893

0.797

0.712

0.636

0.567

0.507

0.452

0.404

0.361

0.322

($21,429)

($20,931)

($20,445)

($19,971)

($19,507)

($19,054)

($18,612)

($18,180)

($17,758)

$304,628

$128.742

Note: (1) COI increases are cost of insurance increases, in other words, premium increases by the carrier (2) The industry return rate in 2019 stands
at 12% on average

This shows that the expected value is $128,742. In this example, the present value of the death
benefit exceeded the present value of the premium payments – i.e., the sum total of each
year’s discounted cash inflows/outflows is positive – and so the policy is sellable.
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ESTIMATING POLICY VALUE
You may be wondering about the fair market value of your own policy. The chart below provides
some guidance.

Terminal

Moderate

Serious

Healthy

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

60

64

68

72

76

80

84

88

92

96
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EXAMPLE:
Referencing the table above, a person who is 85 and in good health
should expect a cash payout to be about 27% of the death benefit.
Therefore, an individual who owns a life insurance policy with a death
benefit of $100,000 may be able to receive $27,000 in a life settlement
cash payout.

WHEN SHOULD SENIORS NOT SELL A LIFE
INSURANCE POLICY?
Policyholders who enjoy ample liquidity and can easily afford their medical expenses would
be smart to either keep their policy or sell it at a later date. Additionally, settlements are not
appropriate for policyholders with dependents, those who can afford the premiums, and those who
find the death benefit would be more valuable to the family than the life settlement proceeds.
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03
LIFE SETTLEMENTS: POTENTIAL
FINANCIAL PROTECTION FOR
HOUSEHOLDS AND FAMILIES
70% of people 65 or older will need some
form of long-term care support; The
average cash settlement value equals a whole year
of household income

Most American families will encounter a major financial burden – a sudden need to cover a
medical emergency, fund long-term care, or pay off a debt – at some point in their lifetime. The life
settlement industry can help provide financial protection against these burdens.
Consider further that 70% of people 65 and older will need some form of long-term care support
and service in their lifetime. Unfortunately, the vast majority of elderly individuals are unprepared
to shoulder the costs of long-term care when they need it the most.
For example - the national median cost of care was $3,750 in assisted care and $7,148 per month for
nursing care in a semi-private room in 2017. Long-term care costs can quickly exhaust retirement
savings and contribute significantly to the risk of seniors outliving their assets. Life Settlements can
provide unique protection against the financial risk of significant long-term care expenses.
Life insurance products often represent a significant portion of a household’s financial security. On
average, the face value of life insurance represents 16% percent of median household net worth
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and 82% of household income for seniors 65 or older, as shown in the table below. Put another
way, the average cash settlement value of $32,727 paid per life insurance policy2, on average,
amounts to a whole year of the median U.S. household income for households aged 65 or Older
($39,823).

Median for population, age 65 and
older, 2016

Face value of life insurance policies*
as percent of income or net worth

Household
assets

202,950

16%

Annual
household
incomes

39,823

82%

* Based on an average cash settlement value paid per insurance policy of $32,727

Life Settlements can protect against the risk of using up one’s retirement assets. With increasing
longevity, this issue has never been so critical.
Life settlements generate aggregate surplus benefits of over $337 million annually for policyholders
who exercise their option to sell their policies at a competitive rate. The total annual economic
benefit from the competitive secondary market for life insurance vastly exceeds this number.
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04
THE RETIRING POPULATION: A
PERFECT STORM AHEAD
Almost 40 million households have no
retirement savings at all; Households
have $4.3 trillion fewer dollars in savings
than they should have for retirement

Baby Boomers entering retirement are heading into a perfect storm... Increased life expectancy
coupled with a shortfall of individual retirement savings creates an enormous retirement problem
that will impact both local communities and the national economy. Let’s review the facts:
→→ According to the National Institute on Retirement Security, approximately 40 million
households have no retirement savings at all. The Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI)
estimates America’s current retirement savings deficit at $4.3 trillion - meaning households
have $4.3 trillion fewer dollars in savings than they need for retirement.
→→ Americans are outliving their retirement savings. The 2017 Annual Transamerica Retirement
Survey of 6,372 American employees found that baby boomers have saved an estimated median of
$164,000 in all household retirement accounts. The conventional wisdom says that to comfortably
retire you should aim to save $1 million to $1.5 million. Even with Social Security income providing
an average of $16,848 per year to retired workers, that amount will not be enough.
→→ Running out of money during retirement increases the risk of dying. A recent Brookings
Institute study showed a significant gap in life expectancy based on income level. The study
shows that a rich person born in the U.S. in 1940 could expect to live 12 years longer than a
poor man born in the same year. It isn’t surprising that the rich outlive the poor since they’ve
historically enjoyed better access to medicine, resources, education and food.
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→→ Furthermore, the number of retirees in the US continues to increase. As per the Population
Reference Bureau, “the number of Americans ages 65 and older is projected to more than
double from 46 million today to over 98 million by 2060, and the 65-and-older group’s share of
the total population will rise to nearly 24 percent from 15 percent”.
→→ Managing retirement income will increasingly rely on the individual. As fewer companies offer
pension plans, and savings on 401Ks are on average not sufficient to cover expenses during
the course of retirement, it falls on communities and governments to support seniors, while
significantly impacting state and federal budgets.
→→ As many as 10 million people access long-term care support and services every year, and
an additional 850,000 people enter nursing homes or assisted living communities or access
home care services each year. In total, this adds up to about $145 billion annually. That is just a
portion of what is spent overall on long-term care, but at least a third of those costs are paid by
the consumer out-of-pocket.
→→ Social Security is projected to be unable to pay full benefits starting in 2035, and the problem
goes beyond Social Security issues, according to a U.S. Government Accountability Office report
on the nation’s retirement system.
→→ The burden of caring for retirees will primarily fall on public assistance and government
entitlement programs, particularly Medicaid - and the cost of Medicaid already is predicted to spiral
upward over the next several decades. The retirement crisis will impact the nation’s economy, and if
legislators curtail Medicaid’s long-term care provision, many retirees will face a dire situation.
→→ The table below displays expected Long-Term Service and Support (LTSS) needs from age 65 to
death for those with disability, who are unable to perform for over 90 days or require substantial
supervision. The typical person who is alive at age 65 can be expected to live another 20.9 years.
52% can anticipate having at least some needs for LTSS; 19% are expected to have needs that last
less than a year, and about 14% are expected to have needs that extend beyond five years.
Average Sum ($2015) of Long-Term Services & Support Expenditures from Age 65 through Death
Projected for Adults Turning 65 in 2015-2019
Payer

Total Expenditures

Community-Based
(includes residential care)

Nursing Facility

Dollars

Percentage

Dollars

Percentage

Dollars

Percentage

Public

$62,200

44.8%

$21,100

29.0%

$41,200

62.8%

Medicare

13,700

9.9%

6,600

9.1%

7,200

11.0%

Medicaid

47,400

34.3%

14,100

19.4%

33,300

51.0%

Other public

1,100

0.6%

400

0.5%

700

0.8%

Private

$75,900

55.0%

$51,700

71.0%

$24,100

36.9%

Out-of-pocket

72,200

52.3%

49,600

68.1%

22,500

34.5%

Private
insurance

3,700

2.7%

2,100

2.9%

1,600

2.5%

$138,100

100.00%

Total
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05
DIAGNOSING A PROBLEM:
A LACK OF AWARENESS ABOUT
LIFE INSURANCE SETTLEMENTS
More than $35 billion of sellable life
insurance is lapsed or surrendered back
annually; Over 275,000 seniors with billions
of dollars of life insurance forfeit potential
financial benefits in lapsed policies

Each year, more than $140 billion of life insurance lapses or is surrendered by seniors over age
65, out of which $35bn otherwise might have qualified for sale in the secondary market for a fair
market value in excess of the surrender value; over the next ten years (2018 to 2027) that number
will reach $46.75 billion as policy abandonment among seniors is accelerating. In aggregate, more
than 370,000 seniors with billions of dollars worth of life insurance are forfeiting potential financial
benefits to carriers by lapsing on their policies.
Why? Simply put, a lack of awareness for the life settlement option.
→→ A survey prepared for the Insurance Studies Institute (ISI) found that 79% of seniors over 65
who have let a policy lapse would have considered selling it if they had known a life settlement
was an option.
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→→ An astounding 90% of seniors cited that they were not familiar with the option to sell their
policy.
→→ 55% of seniors allowed their policies to lapse because they viewed it as a liability, not an asset,
according to a study by The Lifeline Program.
→→ 76% of universal life insurance purchased by seniors 65 or older is not actually held until it
matures as a death benefit claim.

A NEW MOVEMENT: THE GROWING POPULARITY
OF LIFE INSURANCE SETTLEMENTS
Historically, policyholders have lacked basic awareness of life
insurance settlement options. Today a new movement is emerging.
A flourishing secondary market for life insurance policies, coupled
with new technology platforms, provides qualified policyholders with
an alternative not offered by life insurance companies. The option
to sell a life insurance asset for fair market value, as high as 50% of
the face value, instead of lapsing a policy and receiving nothing or
surrendering it for an amount below fair market value.
As the number of US retirees continues to increase, and as
awareness of the life settlement option grows, the secondary life
settlement market is growing. In fact, $2.8 billion in face value of life
insurance policies were sold (settled) at 2017 year-end, according
to The Deal, which issued results from its annual survey of the life
settlement market.

LIFE SETTLEMENTS
ARE ABOUT
CHOICE – AND
THAT CHOICE IS
NOW IN THE HANDS
OF THE AMERICAN
CONSUMER
INSTEAD OF THE

LIFE INSURANCE
The life settlement option has also been considered by state
governments and other organizations. Life settlements are a highly
COMPANY.
regulated market that require life settlement brokers and buyers to
be licensed on a state-by-state basis. Life Settlements are typically
regulated by the State Department of Insurance, giving consumers and seniors confidence to sell
their life insurance and take advantage of a better financial option. Consumer protections have
been passed in more than 45 states, affording approximately 90% of the United States population
protection under comprehensive life settlement laws and regulation.
In an effort to protect consumers against life insurance companies, some states have recognized
the secondary market value of life insurance as an essential tool for long-term care. This effort is
in addition to some states now requiring life insurance companies to disclose the life settlement
option.
Additionally, in 2017 the National Association of Insurance Commissioners endorsed life settlements
as a mechanism to finance long-term care expenses.
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Legislators are also aware of the social and economic benefits to life insurance policy buyouts.
By expanding tax exemptions to life settlements rolled into Healthcare Savings Accounts (HSAs),
consumers will have more resources for medical expenses, and states will be able to contribute
fewer dollars to their Medicaid and Medicare programs. Currently, life settlement lapses generate
zero tax revenue, while surrenders rarely exceed the tax base. Furthermore, they believe a majority
of life settlement proceeds will not be contributed to an HSA and will therefore be taxed. Making
life settlement tax free when rolled into an HSA will grow awareness and the number of life
settlements overall, which will increase tax revenues for the government.

19
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FROM THE SOURCE:
A NOTE FROM AN INSURANCE
INDUSTRY INSIDER
Darwin Bayston, the president and CEO of the Life Insurance Settlement Association,
says insurance policies are personal property and may have economic value to
seniors while they’re alive – not just to beneficiaries when they pass away. His book,
“The Hidden Value in Your Life Insurance,” focuses on raising awareness about the
options seniors have if they no longer need or can afford life insurance:
“We have a deep conviction that every single American senior is entitled to know the full range
of alternatives that exist to lapsing or surrendering a life insurance policy back to their insurance
company.
Thousands of seniors have already successfully unlocked the hidden value in their life insurance
policies through life settlement transactions, easing their financial burdens and helping them to
truly make the most of their golden years. These are hard-working folks who are able to retire
mortgages, pay off unexpected medical bills
or take dream vacations with the cash they
obtain by selling their policies.”
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FROM THE SOURCE:
A NOTE FROM AN INSURANCE
INDUSTRY INSIDER
Cyndi Poveda, a veteran of the life insurance industry who has been an executive
at both a leading life settlement brokerage and provider, as well as a past board
member and chairman of the Life Insurance Settlement Association says that - until
now - policyholders haven’t had a natural way to access the market and sell their
policy:
“Attention to the growing nature of lapsed life insurance policies problem has spurred change in the
industry landscape. Several new companies have set out on a mission to bring consumers ‘closer to
the money’.
Historically, the life settlement industry hasn’t been easily accessible by consumers, as majority of
policies were sold through life insurance agents, many of whom were limited in their network of
buyers.
Moreover, most policyholders don’t continue the relationship with their life insurance agents and
are not aware of where to sell their policy. Through the use of the internet, consumers are now able
to connect with new companies that can bring them to buyers directly and purchase their policy.
When engaging with such life
settlement company, consumers
should verify to ensure that such
a company is licensed and belongs
to the Life Insurance Settlement
Association, having agreed to the
Association’s Code of Ethics and
Professional Standards.”
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06
LIFE SETTLEMENTS’ IMPACT ON
THE AMERICAN ECONOMY
Life settlements can add $87.5 billion
in economic benefits to U.S. annually;
Can also add $4.4 billion to state and
local governments annually

Life settlements provide immediate cash to policyholders. As recipients of cash spend their
settlement payments, local businesses may see a positive effect on sales due to the localized
impact of settlement payment proceeds rippling through the economy.
To analyze the potential contributions of the life settlement industry to the U.S. economy, we’ve
considered several key factors:
→→ The federal government annually spends $35,000 per senior, much of it via Social Security and
Medicare. Among families where an older adult has severe long-term care needs and uses paid
care, out-of-pocket costs average $140,000 over their lifetimes, according to the Urban Institute.
→→ More than $140 billion of life insurance lapsed or was surrendered that could have been sold.

22
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Income multiplier = 1 / (1 – marginal propensity to consume)
For seniors over 65, the marginal propensity to consume is near 0.60. Hence, if seniors spend 60
cents and save 40 cents of every $1 of extra income, the economic multiplier will be 1 / (1-0.6) =
2.50
Depending on the state, for every dollar of life settlement received by seniors over 65, an average of
$2.50 of total output is generated nationally.

1.0

MARGINAL PROPENSITY
TO CONSUME BY AGE
Population average

0.8
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100

Source: The distribution of wealth and the marginal propensity to consume

Thus, $8.8 billion in additional cash to seniors from life settlements that would have lapsed or
surrendered otherwise would result in total expenditures of $21.9 Billion (or $10.9 Billion in the
gross product).3

3

 ross Product is a measure capturing the amount of value-added (gross area product) over intermediate goods and services at each stage of
G
the production process, that is, it eliminates the double counting in the Total Expenditures concept.
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To put these payments in perspective, $21.9 billion is approximately equivalent to:

North
Carolina

CONNECTICUT

The total annual budget of
the state of North Carolina
($23 billion)

The total budget of the
state of Connecticut ($20.5
billion)

CALIFORNIA

The total annual employee
payroll of the state of
California ($23.8 billion)

As calculated, the economic benefits generated when cash life settlements are spent comes to
$21.9 Billion for the American economy. Additionally, the estimated effects (based on 2015
payments) add more than $1.1 billion to state and local governments each year.
This economic activity also leads to additional tax receipts. The estimated effects (based on 2015
payments) add more than $1.1 billion to state and local governments each year.4
Further details of the economic benefits can be found in Appendix 1 below.

4

The estimated effects of additional tax receipts are based on the national average rate of 10.08% percent in state and local tax burden in 2015
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07
LIFE INSURANCE SETTLEMENTS:
MYTHS AND FACTS
Common questions include reasonable price,
consumer privacy, third-party concerns, and
excessive paperwork, costs and complexity

Obviously, with the complexities of the life insurance industry, there are commonly-held questions
about life insurance settlements. Here are a few of the most frequently asked questions:
→→ Is the consumer getting a reasonable price for their policy? It’s not easy for consumers to
determine whether they are getting a fair price for their policies; commissions paid to brokers
can be as high as 30%, which can substantially erode the cash the seller receives. However,
going through companies that buy policies directly allows consumers to skip the high
commissions.
→→ What about consumer privacy? When a consumer sells their policy, they are consenting to be
contacted (usually about once a year) by a contracting agent. These calls are intended to verify
necessary information, such as the correct address and health of the insured. It’s important
to note that any medical or health-related information is protected under federal HIPAA
regulations. It is vital to ensure that the life settlement company has systems in place to protect
confidentiality.
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→→ Should consumers feel comfortable that a third party stands to gain financially when the
insured passes away? This is an understandable concern. However, there are safeguards in
place to minimize this aspect:
•

Policies are generally bundled together with hundreds of others and sold as a package to
large institutional funds.

•

The investor is diversified against the risk of any single policy’s financial impact, which in
turn means the investor has very little to gain from the death of any particular individual.

•

Finally, it’s worth noting that the economics of a life settlement are essentially similar to
that of an annuity, where the company on the other side of the transaction “profits” when
the annuitant dies. However, in this situation, the benefit is based on a large pool of people
and not a single individual while providing a financial cushion during retirement.

→→ What about excessive paperwork, costs and complexity? People may be concerned about some
of the elements native to the insurance game – extensive paperwork, high costs from broker
and agent commissions, and complexity due to excessive intermediation. Traditionally, the life
settlement process can have up to 120 touchpoints and take up to 6 months.
Fortunately, technology and direct policy buyers make it economical to transact, streamline
paperwork, receive instant estimates of policy value online, and allow policy buying to be 12x
faster than the industry standard.
→→ What if I can afford to maintain the policy and have an insurance protection need? As stated
before: if you can afford to support the policy and still have an insurance protection need, you
should not sell it. The average senior would almost certainly struggle to source a significant
investment, as his or her life insurance policy if they can afford to maintain it.
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APPENDIX 1
LIFE SETTLEMENTS’ IMPACT ON
THE AMERICAN ECONOMY
– FACTS AND FIGURES
This measure incorporates every dollar that changes hands in any transaction and is calculated
using a general income multiplier for a state when new income is introduced. The total injected
into the economy from life settlements doubles to $70 billion, if we include elderly who could be
considered borderline for a life settlement. These are seniors who continue making payments on
their policies but are struggling to afford it and may not understand the benefits of life settlements.
It is fair to assume that there are at least as many people who struggle with their life insurance
payments as the number of people who let them lapse.
The size of the multiplier depends upon the household’s marginal decisions to spend, called the
Marginal Propensity to Consume (MPC), or to save. The income multiplier can then be multiplied by
the original income from cash settlement to give the total economic impact in the defined area.
It is important to remember that when income is spent, this spending becomes someone else’s
income, and so on.
The insurance industry benefits from settlements by having premiums paid throughout the life of the
policy even if more policies are paid in full when the insured dies. While insurance carriers benefit from
lapsed policies (as they don’t have to pay out death benefits despite having collected some premiums
until the policy lapse), they also forgo premiums from the remaining life of the policy.
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